**SILLY SCHOOL VS. SUPER SCHOOL**

**WEEK 1:**
- Read Silly School and Super School.
- Discuss the differences.
- Decide which school is a better place to learn.
- Complete book pages (How to be a super student).
  - Discuss ideas as a class.
- Create a class book.
  - Encourage student interactions/discussion about what to include.
- Take time to review book pages (if time permits).
- Reflect on lesson.
- Review what is to come.

**WEEK 2:**
- Review Silly School and Super School.
- Read the class book (How to be a super student).
- Discuss how super students can have “helping hands.”
- Give students paper hands and have them write ways they can be helpful in the hand.
- Once finished, have the students cut their hands out.
- Tape these onto the “Super students have helping hands” paper.
- Reflect on lesson. Review what is to come.

**WEEK 3:**
- Review ways to be super students.
- Can we do this? Is it possible to be a super student?
- Ask students about pledges (when and why they are said, i.e. Pledge of Allegiance).
- On a large sheet of paper, write “I pledge…”
- Create a class list of pledges. Read this to them.
- Pass out small squares of white paper. Assign students a pledge (i.e. “I pledge to listen to my teacher.”) to draw on that paper.
- Tape these onto the pledge paper next to the appropriate sentences.
- Echo read the pledge.
- Close lesson with overall reflection of what was learned and how students can use the pledge.
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:

USE THESE IF YOU HAVE EXTRA TIME OR IF A LESSON DOESN'T MEET THE NEEDS OF YOUR STUDENTS.

- BOWL OF WATER ACTIVITY. MOVE STUDENTS INTO A CIRCLE. PLACE THE BOWL OF WATER IN THE MIDDLE. EXPLAIN THAT THE BOWL OF WATER REPRESENTS THE CLASSROOM. THEN ADD PEPPER TO THE WATER. EXPLAIN THAT WHEN PEOPLE ARE MEAN TO OTHERS, NO ONE WANTS TO BE AROUND THEM. THEN ADD ONE TSP OF SUGAR, EXPLAINING THAT BEING KIND TO OTHERS USUALLY MAKES THEM WANT TO BE AROUND YOU.

STANDARDS MET:

- OHIO ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARDS
  - ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
    - READING APPLICATIONS: INFORMATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND PERSUASIVE TEXT K.3: TELL THE MAIN IDEA OF A SELECTION THAT HAS BEEN READ ALOUD.
    - WRITING APPLICATIONS K.4: DICTATE OR WRITE INFORMAL WRITING FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
    - COMMUNICATION: ORAL AND VISUAL K.2: CONNECT WHAT IS HEARD WITH PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE.
  - SOCIAL STUDIES
    - CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES K.3: DEMONSTRATE THE ABILITY TO MAKE CHOICES AND TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONAL ACTIONS.
    - CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES K.4A-G: DISCUSS THE ATTRIBUTES AND ACTIONS OF A GOOD CITIZEN WITH EMPHASIS ON: TRUST; RESPECT; HONESTY; RESPONSIBILITY; FAIRNESS; COMPASSION; AND SELF-CONTROL.

- ASCA NATIONAL STANDARDS
  - ACADEMIC DOMAIN
    - A.A1.5: IDENTIFY ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS THAT LEAD TO SUCCESSFUL LEARNING.
    - A.A2.2: DEMONSTRATE HOW EFFORT AND PERSISTENCE POSITIVELY AFFECT LEARNING.
  - PERSONAL/SOCIAL DOMAIN
    - PS.1A.G: DISTINGUISH BETWEEN APPROPRIATE AND INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR.